Brief background
What the presentation is meant to cover:
• Relational, OLTP databases—the type that 90% of our applications use

What’s out of scope:
• Non-relational databases
•OLAP/decision support data structures, which have their own set of rules
• Intense theory—cover just enough to provide the reasoning behind the best practices
Most of the information is conceptually the same for all RDMSs. The actual
implementation details, when discussed, are specific to SQL Server.
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There are best practices but no hard and fast rules.
Furthermore, the rules evolve over time.
Beware anyone who says “always do x,” especially if the reason is “that’s how it’s
always done.”
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The Duggar family sticks with a naming convention
While a bad idea for a family, a good idea for a database

No definite rules, just be consistent with what you’re comfortable with
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There are more than these three types
Keywords as column names can create future compatibility issues – example, MySQL
45 label, repeat (reserved in 4, but allowed as column name, not allowed in 5)
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Once you’ve figured out your naming convention and understand the data in your
application domain, you’re ready to start sketching out tables and columns.
This part of the process is where you should be thinking about “normalizing” your
tables, which isn’t as scary as it sounds.
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According to Wikipedia, relational database normalization is a “systemic way of
ensuring that a database structure is suitable for general purpose querying and free of
certain undesirable characteristics that could lead to a loss of data integrity.”
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database_normalization).
Edgar Codd (father of relational database model:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edgar_F._Codd) defined various normal forms:
•1st normal form: data is free of repeating groups
•2nd normal form: 1NF + non key data depends on the entire key (or candidate key), not
just a part of it
Strive for third normal form. Every attribute is dependent on nothing but the key.
Edgar Codd (father of relational database model):
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edgar_F._Codd
“A sensibly designed database is probably already in third normal form.”
It’s true that normalizing data has a performance implications (separating data into
different tables necessitates joins when querying, which have a cost). It’s also true that
deliberating de-normalizing data is a valid performance tuning strategy. However, to
de-normalize at the design stage is premature optimization. Design for 3NF and denormalize later if it becomes necessary.
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This table is not in 3NF because course code cannot be defined solely by the key of the
table (faculty id).
The design is problematic because you may not be able to insert records for faculty
who aren’t teaching courses. Also, deleting a faculty member would also delete the
associated course.
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Avoid data duplication
• better to have a single source of all information: less error-prone
• less work when it’s time to make changes, which could lead to…

Data anomalies
• previous slide shows insert anomaly
• there are also update and delete anomalies
Third party tools
• reporting tools
Cost of joins: may sometimes be necessary to de-normalize for performance purposes,
but your initial design should be normalized. Avoid premature optimization.
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Without an index, db goes through each record
Imagine finding a library book without a card catalog. You would have to look through
all shelves and titles until you find what you’re looking for.
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Data in SQL Server is stored in “data pages.”
You can think of a data pages like a page in a book. (example: cookbook)
• If you create a table with no indexes, the pages will be in no particular order (heap).
To find all recipes with potatoes as a main ingredient, you’d have to look at each page.
• If you create a non-clustered index, the pages still won’t be in order, but there will be
an index that points to the pages containing the index’s key values. Following the POE
example, you would create an index based on main ingredient, then look up potatoes in
the index. The index entries would list the pages that contain potatoes, and you’d know
which pages to look at.
• If you create a clustered index, the pages will be physically ordered by a designated
key and there will be an index that points to the first page containing the key values.
You’d still have an index by character name. In this scenario, however, the potato index
entry would point to the first page of potato recipes. The rest of the potato recipes will
be on subsequent pages.
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B-Tree = balanced tree (balanced means that depth between root level and leaf blocks is
constant)
• root at the top is an entry point to the index
• leads to other roots that navigate the index
• ultimately, roots lead to “leaves” at the bottom (i.e., data pages)
Clustered index definition:
• clustered leaf pages in a clustered index are the data pages of the table (i.e., physical data
order = index order)
• the clustered index is the table, so there is only 1 clustered index per table
Clustered index good for:
• querying a range of data
• query data that needs to be sorted
Clustered index not good for:
• frequently updated columns. when row locators are updated, corresponding locators in all
non-clustered indexes are also updated
Example shows the following query: SELECT lastname, firstname FROM member WHERE
lastname = 'Rudd'
Image from “Clustered Indexes vs Nonclustered Indexes in SQL Server”:
http://digcode.com/default.aspx?page=ed51cde3-d979-4daf-afaefa6192562ea9&article=443e9774-7d26-422d-a2f1-dbcafbb1e1fc
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Example shows how sql server looks for data in the following query: SELECT lastname,
firstname FROM member WHERE member_no = 6078
Non-clustered index
• leaf node <> data page—it’s a pointed to the data page
• non-clustered indexes require “bookmark lookup” for queries that require data not in
the index
Non-clustered index good for:
• frequently updated columns; wide columns—unlike clustered indexes, these only
affect the index in question
• retrieving small number of rows from large table (higher # of rows retrieved = higher
overhead of bookmark lookups)
Index maintenance requires overhead, and indexes themselves take up space. So
adding indexes is a balancing act.
Image from “Clustered Indexes vs Nonclustered Indexes in SQL Server”:
http://digcode.com/default.aspx?page=ed51cde3-d979-4daf-afaefa6192562ea9&article=443e9774-7d26-422d-a2f1-dbcafbb1e1fc
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SQL Server Index Types: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms175049.aspx
Unique
Guarantees that the index key contains no duplicate values. Clustered and nonclustered indexes can be unique.
Full-text index
Used to index large amounts MAX AND VARBINARY data.
Included columns: allow you to add nonkey columns to the leaf level of the nonclustered index. Idea is to created nonclustered
indexes that “cover” more queries. Why not just add the additional columns as outright index keys?
-can be datatypes that aren’t allowed as index columns
-not considered by db engine when calculating # of index key columns or index key size (i.e., avoid size limits)
-Design recommendation: redesign nonclustered indexes w/ a large index key size so that only columns used for searching and
lookups are key columns. Make all other columns that cover the query included nonkey columns. This allows you to cover the
query but keep the index key itself small & efficient.
-http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190806.aspx
Indexed views:
Beginning w/ SQL Server 2005(?), you can create a clustered index on a view, which 1) stores the view in the db (unlike regular
views that are dynamically created) and 2) the optimizer can use the view index in queries that don’t directly name the view in the
FROM clause
After the unique clustered index is created on the view, the view is materialized in physical storage in the db.
Trade offs are storage and overhead (when base table changes or when clustering key is updated)
XML:
Introduced in SQL 2005. XML can be stored as well-formed XML data within SQL Server. Primary XML column index stores
properties, attributes, and elements of the XML data and stores it as an internal table. Data can be queried using XQuery as
supported by SQL Server.
Filtered index:
Allows you to create a filter on an index…i.e., the index b-tree will contain only the rows of data that meet the filtering criteria.
From SQL Server 2008 Query Performance Tuning Distilled p 138: “A filtered index is a non-clustered index that uses a filter,
basically a WHERE clause, to create a highly selective set of keys against a column or columns that may not have good selectivity
otherwise.”
Spatial index:
New for ‘08. Stores spatial data as either a geometry type or a geographical type. A flat B-tree hierarchy within a hierarchy or 4
grids linked together.
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Tim will soon discuss the finer points of indexing. Here are a few high-level, tablebased practices.
Clustered index on every table
1. heap table = table with no clustered index.
• not stored in any order or linked to adjacent pages in the table; unorganized
structure increases overhead of accessing large heap table when compared
with access a large non-heap table
• maintenance costs for non-clustered indexes are higher on heap tables
because the row locators change over time (on tables w/ clustered indexes,
the non-clustered leaf pages actually point to the clustered index key, not to
a row id)
2. smaller & faster than heaps
3. all non-clustered indexes use the clustered keys as their row locator, so keep overall
size of clustered index as small as possible.
Image from “Clustered Indexes vs Nonclustered Indexes in SQL Server”:
http://digcode.com/default.aspx?page=ed51cde3-d979-4daf-afaefa6192562ea9&article=443e9774-7d26-422d-a2f1-dbcafbb1e1fc
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Integer-based primary key
1.
narrow indexes = more index rows per page = fewer pages = fewer reads
2.
narrow, numeric indexes = more efficient joins
3.
can help in data corruption recovery
4.
Surrogate (i.e., not derived from application data) keys are more future-proof than natural keys
1.
allow changes to the associated text fields
2.
if you’re getting the data from somewhere else, protected from changes in the source system
3.
more flexibility for future functionality such as archiving changes
Complete script of query run against non-pk and clustered index pk versions of the tables:
USE WISP
GO
-- tell sql server to display disk activity and parse/execution time data re: the query
SET STATISTICS IO ON
SET STATISTICS TIME ON
-- write all dirty pages to disk, remove all clean buffers from buffer pool, clear the plan cache
CHECKPOINT
DBCC DROPCLEANBUFFERS
DBCC FREEPROCCACHE
GO
SELECT
s.term
,
s.section_id
,
COUNT(penn_id)
FROM
flat_section s
JOIN flat_enrollment e
ON s.section_id = e.section_id
AND s.term = e.term
GROUP BY
s.term
,
s.section_id
GO
-- write all dirty pages to disk, remove all clean buffers from buffer pool, clear the plan cache
CHECKPOINT
DBCC DROPCLEANBUFFERS
DBCC FREEPROCCACHE
GO
SELECT
s.term
,
s.section_id
,
COUNT(penn_id)
FROM
zflat_section s
JOIN zflat_enrollment e
ON s.section_id = e.section_id
AND s.term = e.term
GROUP BY
s.term
,
s.section_id
GO
SET STATISTICS IO OFF
SET STATISTICS TIME OFF
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Notes on the output:
Scan count: number of times a table is accessed
Logical reads: total number of data pages accessed from data cache to process the
query. Some caveats about this metric:
http://blogs.msdn.com/sqlcat/archive/2008/04/10/what-you-should-know-if-you-areusing-logical-ios-to-measure-query-plan-quality.aspx
Physical reads: occurs when the requested data page is not in buffer cache
Read-ahead read: read-ahead reads anticipate data/index pages required by query and
bring them into buffer cache before they’re actually used
Worktable: internal structure built in tempdb that sql server uses to generate query
output; generally used for certain group by, order by, or union queries.
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Only join on integer data types – others are several orders of magnitude slow, even
when indexed, and their indexes will grow much faster much more quickly. Play the
questions game: break down an integer into bits versus a varchar. (Tim)
•Unsigned Integer - 32 bits
•Medium Integer - 16 bits
•Tiny Integer - 8 bits
•Varchar 'philadelphia' - 104 bits
•Consider joining 4 tables on a varchar: 4 initial lookups on table indexes. 4 times as
bulky and less cacheable. The longer the biggest string in the varchar column, the
worse the performance hit.
•Varchar columns that are indexed have caused the index file to get so large and
fragmented it can't be optimized on our servers. (Thank you, Matt Frew!)
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• Statistics IO = all tables, # of tables scanned, and # of reads done
• Statistics Time = duration and CPU of statements
• Estimate operation costs in the execution plan are estimates (even though it’s called
the “actual execution plan”)
• Good blog series about reading execution plans:
http://sqlinthewild.co.za/index.php/2007/08/20/reading-execution-plans/
• Free e-book SQL Server Execution Plans by Grant Fritchey (registration required):
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/articles/books/65831/
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Dynamic management views & functions: http://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/magazine/cc135978.aspx
Dynamic management views return internal server state info. SQL Server collects info
about running queries and holds it in memory. You can query this data via DMVs
(dynamic management views) and DMFs (dynamic management functions).
Limitations of dynamic management views:
• The DMV sys.dm_exec_query only contains execution stats for query plans currently
in cache. This excludes:
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Microsoft Database Engine Tuning Advisor: http://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/ms173494.aspx
Concept: you feed a series of sql commands to the tuning advisor, and it makes
recommendations based on the workload (including suggested indexes)
You can send profiler trace results through the tuning advisor
Contact SQL Admins to get started with this tool
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1. Don’t use smallint instead of int, but smalldatetime might suffice instead of
datetime
a. smallint = 2 bytes (-32,768 - 32,767); int = 4 bytes (-2,147,483,648 –
2,147,483,647)
b. smalldatetime = accuracy to the minute; datetime = accuracy to 1/300th of a
second
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where it makes sense, let the database do the work
BUT
make sure the database is working for you and you’re not working for the database
Foreign Key
referential constraint between two tables. values in one row refer to a single row of the referenced
table
usually used to link parent/child tables (one to many relationships)
can be defined with update/delete cascade action, so db will do the work if the parent value changes
Unique Indexes
Pretty obvious—enforce the uniqueness of a column or combination of columns on a table.
Safeguard against bad data getting in.
Check Constraints
Another way to enforce domain integrity.
Like FKs, limit the values accepted by a column.
FKs limit column values based on contents of another table; check constraints validate data based on a
logic expression defined at the column or table level.
Can be used on multiple columns (for example, if country column = usa, state column must be
populated)
Good to know this exists, but this type of validation is easier to maintain in web server code
Default Constraints
Define a default value for a table column. Most common example here is createDate…set to current
timestamp.
Triggers
A stored procedure that executes automatically when specified data-modification statement occurs.
Can be specified for inserts, updates, deletes
Often used in older versions of SQL Server to maintain referential integrity before CASCADE actions were
supported
Useful for archiving/logging
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They’re everywhere—they drive reports, interface objects, and lookups. Apply best
practices, make them good, and get the most out of them.
Master tables (i.e., lookup tables) are an opportunity to implement both normalization
and indexing best practices
Components of a robust master table:
• surrogate key
• internal code/name (doesn’t change)
• description for public view (can change as required)
• create date & update date
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1.

SQL Server Books Online
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms130214.aspx

2.

3.

SQL Server 2008 Query Performance Turning Distilled by Grant Fritchey and
Sajal Dam
Comparing Tables Organized with Clustered Indexes versus Heaps
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc917672.aspx

4.

MS Index Design Guidelines
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms191195.aspx

5.

Clustered Indexes vs. Nonclustered Indexes in SQL Server
http://digcode.com/default.aspx?page=ed51cde3-d979-4daf-afae-fa6192562ea9&article=443e97747d26-422d-a2f1-dbcafbb1e1fc&pc=5

6.

SQL Server Execution Plans (free e-book, registration required)
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/articles/books/65831/

7.

Uncover Hidden Data to Optimize Application Performance

8.

My New Filing Technique is Unstoppable (NSFW)

9.

SQL in the Wild

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/cc135978.aspx

http://www.mnftiu.cc/2002/11/26/filing-001/
http://sqlinthewild.co.za/

10.

Journey to SQL Authority With Pinal Dave
http://blog.sqlauthority.com/
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